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Abstract— Systems Engineering often involves computer
modelling the behaviour of proposed systems and their com-
ponents. Where a component is human, fallibility must be
modelled by a stochastic agent. The identification of a model of
decision-making over quantifiable options is investigated using
the game-domain of Chess. Bayesian methods are used to infer
the distribution of players’ skill levels from the moves they
play rather than from their competitive results. The approach
is used on large sets of games by players across a broad FIDE
Elo range, and is in principle applicable to any scenario where
high-value decisions are being made under pressure.
I. INTRODUCTION
APILOT attempts to land in marginal conditions. Multi-ple agencies work furiously on a major emergency. A
student progresses his learning with less than total aware-
ness, motivation or organisation. The combined pressure of
events, real-time, partial information, problem complexity,
and limitations on human (and computer) resources may
cause the human component to perform fallibly, short of
the utopian agent in the ‘How To’ manual. To model such
systems effectively, it is necessary to model fallible decision
making.
Cognitive psychology has tried to define and explain
skilled behavior such as human expertise in problem solving
and decision making. Chess players’ thinking ([1], [2]) has
been studied for a long time and two main models have been
provided. One mechanism is based on pattern recognition
to access a knowledge database. The second approach is
a search strategy through the problem space. The relative
importance given to knowledge and quantitative search ([3],
[4]) varies in the proposed theories of skilled behavior. Chess
has always been a favourite demonstration domain in the
fields of cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence as
it is a well-documented, familiar, large, complex model-
domain, many of whose aspects are subject to quantification.
The Elo rating system [5] was adopted by the United States
Chess Federation in 1960, by the World Chess Federation
(FIDE) in 1970, and by other sports’ and games’ governing
bodies as a suitable way to determine relative strength of
participants.
This work presents a method to determine the strength of
chess players that is in principle more accurate and more
applicable than the system of Elo ratings. It does not require
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paired comparisons, on which Elo and most other rating
systems are based.
The approach was originally proposed in [6], [7] with
the aim of correlating computer chess engines’ and human
players’ skills on the same scale for two reasons. First, a scale
based on engine capability would be independent of time
and player population, and secondly, engines and humans
would be more easily compared. The present work evolves
the theory and carries out the first experimental analysis.
The approach can be easily adopted in rating skilled
behaviour and general types of expertise in other domains.
It does not infer a relative strength of players from the
outcome of games. Rather, it infers skill ratings directly
from the innate quality of the decisions and independently
of the competitive nature of the activity. For example, this
methodology could be effectively adopted to monitor and
evaluate training and education activities.
This work does not assume any specific model for the
decision making process of chess players. Instead, the ap-
proach is based on the definition of a stochastic agent with
parameterised skill level. The empirical evidence of players’
skill is given by their chosen moves in chess games, which
can be assessed using a heuristic evaluation function. A
statistical inference method can be applied to a large set of
data in order to map chess players’ skills into a model space.
In the present work a simple 1-parameter space is considered,
in which modelling leads directly to rating and ranking.
Our main experimental results yield sharp, significant and
self-consistent differences in the inferred skill level across
medium-sized intervals of players in the Elo rating scale.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses related works in skill rating in general and in Chess
in particular. Section III describes the Reference Agent Space
(RAS) for modelling fallibility in decision making. Section
IV presents the adopted Bayesian inference method for the
identification of the model from data. Experimental results
in the domain of Chess are presented in Section V. Finally,
Section VI summarises the paper and indicates some future
research directions.
II. SKILL RATING
Most rating systems are based on the Bradley-Terry model
for paired comparisons [8]. The assumptions of such rating
systems are that the strength of a player can be described by
a single value (rating) and that expected game results depend
only on the difference between the ratings of the two players.
Ratings based on pairwise comparisons attempt to estimate
skill levels by means of the outcomes of competitive activity
involving two or more individuals. Such rating systems for
competitive activities are intrinsically relative. Most rating
systems fall into this category, including the most prevalent,
the Elo system [5].
More generally, the direct and persistent measurement of
skill is required in non-competitive domains of complex
decision making where professional standards must be main-
tained despite the pressures of events, time constraints, partial
information, problem complexity and ability.
Skill rating must take into account the fallible nature of
human decisions. We consider the situation where human
beings take decisions under certain constraints, such as time
bounds, imprecise information and psychological condition-
ing. In this case, the decisions may appear to be the result of
a stochastic process informed by knowledge and experience.
Skill rating, then, must evaluate the quality of decisions in
terms of such a stochastic process.
A. Skill Rating in Chess
The Elo system [5], perhaps the best known rating system,
was originally created for Chess and later adopted in games
including Scrabble and Go, and sports such as bowling, golf,
table tennis, football and basketball.
Within a pool of players, Elo differences are meaningful,
but Elos from different pools of players are not comparable
as Elos have no absolute meaning, being also affected by the
Elos being imported/exported to/from the pool by players
entering/leaving1. They are determined from the results of
games and not by the innate quality of the moves played:
they therefore measure performance rather than underlying
skill. There have been criticisms of the Elo approach [11]
and improvements [10], [12], [13], [14] have been proposed.
However, they are still results-based and affected over time
by the changing player population. As such, these approaches
cannot accurately determine:
• inflationary trends in ratings, changing the quality of
play at a specific Elo figure,
• the relative skill of players in a specific part of the game,
e.g. the ‘opening’ or ‘endgame’,
• the relative skill of contemporary players in different
leagues,
• the relative skill of players of different eras,
• whether a match or game was won by good play or lost
by bad play,
• whether a player is playing abnormally, suspiciously
well and perhaps cheating.
In contrast, a few systems have been proposed to assess,
rank and rate absolute chess skill [6], [15], [7], [16]. Authors
in [15] and in [16] use only the ‘error’ of move-decisions to
calculate mean-error: they do not use the full move-context
of the decisions. Neither have fully addressed the issues of
statistical confidence. The author in [6] built on the opponent
fallibility work in [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] by defining a
Reference Agent Space based on an infallible chess engine
for the Endgame Zone (EZ), defined as that part of Chess
1The FIDE and USCF Elo for human players and SSDF Elo [9] for
computers scales are said to have been affected by both deflationary and
inflationary forces [10].
for which Endgame Tables (EGTs) have been computed. An
EGT provides the value, win/draw/loss, of a position and
its depth to win if decisive: an engine E may play chess
infallibly in EZ by simply extracting the data required. The
author in [7] proposed an extension of the RAS concept to
the whole of Chess.
This work evolves the theory of [7] and carries out the
first experimental analysis based on it.
III. REFERENCE AGENT SPACE
A. Reference Chess Engine
Rational decision making requires a definite set of alterna-
tive actions and knowledge of the utilities of the outcomes of
each possible action. Chess players make decisions according
to individual judgment under time pressure. A player’s skill
is a measurement of their ability to make choices as close
as possible to the optimal ones. In order to assess this, we
ideally need the ‘best move’ benchmark but this is only
available via the EGTs in the Endgame Zone. In the general
case of the whole game this is clearly not feasible. However,
significant advances have been made in the last decades in
terms of chess engines’ playing strength [9].
Given a reference chess engine E, a chess position analysis
results in a list of recommended ‘best’ moves and their
heuristic values in pawn units. The value associated with a
move corresponds to the estimated advantage of the position
that the move will lead to. For time constraints and for
the exponential nature of the computational complexity, the
analysis of the chess engine can only be performed up to a
given maximum depth d (number of plies) and the number
mv of alternative variants is limited as well. For the purpose
of this work we consider the reference chess engine
E ≡ E(d,mv).
The analysis of a position p is a function fE which
provides a list SE,p = {(mi, vi)} of candidate moves mi
and their estimated values vi (1 ≤ i ≤ mv):
fE : p→ SE,p.
Let ME,p = {mi} be the set of candidate moves in SE,p.
In contrast to the EZ scenario, three main factors introduce
an approximation in the evaluation of a chess position in
terms of candidate moves and relative values. They are
the limited search depth and span (parameters d and mv)
and the heuristic nature of E’s position evaluation function.
The influence of this approximation in our analysis needs
to be properly addressed and will be the scope of further
investigation.
B. Stochastic Reference Agent
To model human players’ fallibility we associate a likeli-
hood function L with engine E to create a stochastic chess
engine E(c). E always makes a move it sees as best in the
position, but E(c) can choose any move in the top mv moves
with a non-zero probability defined by the function L. The
requirements on c and L are that:
• E(0) plays at random, giving each move an equal
chance of being chosen,
• the greater c, the better E(c) in the sense that the
expected value after the move is better, and
• c is notionally in [−∞,∞] but is initialised in practical
computations as in [cmin, cmax], where cmin ≥ 0.
We define the likelihood of the move mi ∈ ME,p being
chosen by a stochastic chess engine E(c) as
L[E(c), (p,mi)] = (vmax − vi +K)−c (1)
where (mi, vi) ∈ SE,p, vmax = maxj{vj} and K is a
constant > 0.2
The probability of E(c) selecting the move mi is simply






, if m ∈ME,p;
0, otherwise.
(2)
Given a parametric model of a fallible player, i.e. the
stochastic engine E(c), we can use the evidence of the moves
made by a chess player and fit the model to the data.
In general, we can define a Reference Agent Space (RAS)
based on one or more parameters. Given data from games
of a benchmarked player BP, we can define a mapping M :
BP →M(BP ) ∈ RAS.
The ultimate aim is to compare the decisions of BP and
M(BP), choosing a space RAS and an agent so that the
behaviours of BP and M(BP) are as close as possible. Further
investigation will be devoted to the choice of the likelihood
function and the generalization to a multi-dimensional RAS.
In the next section we describe the Bayesian inference
method to determine a probability distribution of the param-
eter c. In the 1-dimensional case, the expected value of the
parameter c defines a skill rating system based on the actual
quality of the decisions made. The method can be applied to
a player in a single game, a player in a set of games or to a
set of related players in many games.
IV. INFERENCE OF THE PARAMETRIC MODEL
Let us consider the event e = (p,m), where m is a move
made in position p. The posterior probability of the parameter
c of E(c), given the evidence of the move m in the position
p, depends on the a priori probability Prob[E(c)] and the
conditional probability of the event e given E(c).
Bayes’ theorem states that:
Prob[E(c)|e] = Prob[E(c)] · Prob[e|E(c)]∑
c Prob[E(c)] · Prob[e|E(c)]
. (3)
Let us consider a set of position-move events
E = {(pi,mi)},
where i = 1 . . . N , pi is the position prior to the move mi.
2In the experimental tests the constant K has been set to 0.1.
We iteratively apply the Bayesian rule in (3) to the set of
events in E, where the a priori probability at step i (i > 1)




c Prob[E(c)|ei−1] · Prob[ei|E(c)]
(4)
where ei = (pi,mi) and ei−1 = (pi−1,mi−1).
In all tests we have set the initial a priori probabilities
Prob[E(c)] ≡ Prob[E(c)|e0] to be a ‘know nothing’ con-
stant.
The inference process produces an a posteriori probability
distribution of the stochastic reference agent E(c). The mean
value of the parameter c measures the innate quality of the
moves and can be used as a player’s skill rating. Moreover,
the variance of the probability distribution, as in [12], [14],
provides a measure of the uncertainty of the rating.
A. Adaptive algorithm
We have adopted an adaptive detection of the range of c for
a more efficient computation of the probability distribution.
The parameters cmin, cmax and δc define a finite set of
discrete values of the parameter c:
ci = cmin + i · δc, (5)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ ( cmax−cminδc ).
The three parameters are adjusted during execution to
allow a refinement (better precision) of the values of c. An
iterative process starts from a wide range [cmin, cmax] with a
coarse precision (δc = 0.1). At each iteration step, the range
is narrowed and the precision increased (δc is decreased).
This results in a more efficient computation in terms of
runtime and memory requirements.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
A. Experimental setup
For the experimental analysis the following resources have
been used:
• publicly available data in Portable Game Notation
(PGN),
• a publicly available, reputable and widely used engine
with relatively high ‘engine Elo’ with control of search-
depth (d) and top moves (mv) accurately evaluated,
• engine input/output via the Universal Chess Interface
(UCI) [22].
The decisions of a number of players of different skill
levels have been analysed. From sources including the Chess-
Base Mega database [23] with millions of played games, we
have extracted thousands of games in which both players
had Elo ratings within 10 points of some Elo figure, e.g.
games of players rated between 2390 and 2410. During a
preprocessing phase positions were acquired from the games,
ignoring the first 12 moves by each side (assumed to be ‘out
of book’). The Portable Game Notation (PGN) was converted
to an indexed set of events {ek = (pk,mk)}, each a move
mk from a position pk. Positions were analysed using the
chess engine TOGA II 1.3.1 [24], which despite being a free
product is considered one of the top ten engines in playing
strength, and fully competitive with other chess engines used
in studies [15], [16].
Each analysis was carried out to depth d = 10 plies. The
TOGA II engine was configured to determine and report the
top 10 moves (mv) it found in each position. Both values
were chosen as compromises between computing speed and
comprehensiveness of the data. Depth 10 is not considered
sufficient to outplay the stronger players in our samples, but
apparently it suffices to ferret out most of their inaccuracies.
Finally, the Bayesian inference process described in sec-
tion IV has been applied to the preprocessed data to generate
the probability distribution of the parameter c.
B. Composite reference Elo players
Games were grouped according to the Elo rating of the
players. Each group contains games between players with a
similar Elo rating (ELOmin ≤ ELO(player) ≤ ELOmax).
The total number of games and the total number of move-
events we have included in the datasets of composite refer-
ence players are given in Table I.
TABLE I
CHESS GAMES DATASETS
Dataset Elomin Elomax Games Events Time period
E2100 2090 2110 217 12751 1994-1998
E2200 2190 2210 569 29611 1971-1998
E2300 2290 2310 568 30070 1971-2005
E2400 2390 2410 603 31077 1971-2006
E2500 2490 2510 636 30168 1995-2006
E2600 2590 2610 615 30084 1995-2006
E2700 2690 2710 225 13796 1991-2006
We have applied the Bayesian inference method described
in section IV to each dataset of Table I. The probability
distributions of the parameter c is shown in Figure 1. A
summary of these distributions is provided in Table II in
terms of the mean, standard deviation and 95% credibility
region (CR) for c.
The expected value c¯ measures the average quality of
moves played in E and for convenience we refer to it as
the ‘apparent skill’. The standard deviation σc measures the
uncertainty of the apparent skill level, caused by the varying
performance of the player and the finiteness of the data.
This experiment shows that the Bayesian inference ap-
proach is able to detect different skill levels among players
with different Elo ratings. This also shows that the proposed
skill rating system, which is based on the quality of the
moves, is consistent with the FIDE Elo system.
As expected, the standard deviation and the width of the
credibility region depend on the amount of training data.
The 2100 and 2700 Elo datasets contain less data then the
























































Fig. 1. The probability of the model E(c) for composite reference Elo
players
TABLE II
STATISTICS ON THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE APPARENT
SKILL
Dataset c¯ σc CRmin CRmax
E2100 1.0660 0.00997 1.04 1.10
E2200 1.1285 0.00678 1.11 1.15
E2300 1.1605 0.00694 1.14 1.18
E2400 1.2277 0.00711 1.21 1.25
E2500 1.2722 0.00747 1.25 1.29
E2600 1.2971 0.00770 1.27 1.33
E2700 1.3233 0.01142 1.29 1.35
next section we analyse the effect of the amount of training
data more in detail.
C. Training analysis
In order to verify the learning process of the probability
distribution of the apparent c, we have taken snapshots at
different iteration steps (i.e. number of positions). Figure 2
shows the analysis that has been carried out on the 2400 Elo
data. The curves in Figure 2(a) show the evolution of the
probability distribution during the refinement of the Bayesian
inference process. The expected value c¯ (Fig. 2(b)) quickly
converges and the standard deviation (Fig. 2(c)) decreases
as the inference process includes more data. The asymptotic
value of the standard deviation is a measure of the intrinsic
uncertainty of the skill level.
D. Players with similar Elo ratings
In this section we present the experimental test aimed at
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(c)
Fig. 2. Training evolution for the dataset 2400 Elo: a) probability
distribution at different iteration steps, b) expected value, c) standard
deviation.
between (real) players with a similar Elo rating. Note that
such a difference cannot be detected by the Elo system in
principle. The Elo rating captures an average performance of
a player in terms of game outcomes and not in terms of the
quality of the moves.
Given a set of games {G} among players with similar
Elo rating (e.g. E2400), from each game we have extracted
two lists of events E = {(p,m)}, one for each player, and
associated each list with the outcome (1, 12 , 0) to generate
three sets of events L0, L1 and L 1
2
. The set L1 contains
sets of move-events which have been made by players who
won, L0 those made by players who lost and L 1
2
those made





L0 = {E0k}, k = 1 . . . n1









}, k = 1 . . . n2
We have applied the Bayesian inference process to each
set of events Erk (r ∈ {0, 1, 12}) to obtain a probability dis-
tribution of E(c). In this case, the apparent skill c¯ measures
the quality of moves played by a ‘single’ player during a
‘single’ game, with a consequent expected high uncertainty
because of the limited amount of data on which the inference
is carried out.
We have computed first order statistics of the apparent
skill c¯ over the three sets L0, L1 and L 1
2
. In this test we
have used 602 games from the dataset E2400 (n1 = 313 and
n2 = 578). The average apparent skill µc¯ over all 1204 Erk,
regardless of the result r, is 1.2109. The results over each
set L0, L1 and L 1
2
are shown in Table III.
TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF THE OPPONENT PLAYERS IN THE DATASET E2400
set n1/n2 µc¯ σc¯
L0 313 1.1493 0.0686




In spite of the small number of events in a single game the
Bayesian approach is able to detect a meaningful difference
between the players of a single game, who have similar Elo
ratings. On average, players who have won the game have a
higher apparent skill c¯ than their opponents who have lost.
Players who have drawn have even higher apparent skill.
This can be explained considering that in drawn games both
opponents have played well with no or irrelevant errors. The
intrinsic quality of the game is in general higher. When a
player has reached a significant advantage during the game,
they may prefer to play an easy and safe strategy. They can
even afford to make small errors provided the outcome is
ensured. In this case there is a lack of motivation to play
high quality and difficult strategies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed approach has demonstrated the viability of
rating skill in Chess by benchmarking against chess-engines,
which themselves continue to improve in playing ability. This
work does not assume any specific model for the decision
making process of chess players. The approach is rather
based on the definition of a stochastic agent and a mapping
of the apparent player’s skill into a Reference Agent Space
based on the empirical evidence of the chosen moves.
A Bayesian inference method has been successfully ap-
plied to a large set of data. The experimental analysis has
provided evidence of the accuracy of the method in estimat-
ing the skill level for players regardless of the outcome of
the games and of the opponent rating. It has been shown
that the probability distribution of the apparent skill is able
to discriminate players’ performance in different Elo ranges.
The apparent skill can also discriminate the quality of the
moves of opponent players with similar Elo rating during a
single game.
In the demonstration domain of Chess, skill rating based
on the proposed approach may be used to:
• assess a player on the basis of a single game, match, or
set of games,
• assess composite reference Elo players, a composite of
a number of players with similar Elo rating,
• calculate the prior probability that a player of Elo e will
make a sequence of moves,
• create ‘likelihood evidence’ as to whether someone is
being illegally informed by computer,
• assess a players learning and skill, rather than their
performance, over time, and
• compare players skill, even though those players are
from different eras.
Given that the ‘apparent error’ of the player analysed
is in part affected by the errors of the reference engines,
we intend to test the statistical robustness of the results by
comparing the models derived from the varying position-
valuations at different depths of search. Furthermore, by
analysing the pattern of human error, it should be possible
to derive likelihood functions that better fit the model to
the data. Further work will also address the generalization
of the Stochastic Reference Agent into a multi-dimensional
Reference Agent Space.
In principle, the proposed methodology can be effectively
adopted in other domains and we intend to do so. It can be
used, for example, to analyse in real-time the likely abilities
of students, skilled workers in defined-process scenarios, and
high-value professional decision-making.
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